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Republic of the corrupt prophet !
An Iraqi case

Iraq, 28.02.2018, 19:54 Time

USPA NEWS - Iraq leads the most corrupt countries in the world .. Transparency International puts Iraq among the 13 most corrupt
countries in its annual index!
-Transparency Association of Iraq estimated the stolen funds since 2003, more than one thousand billion dollars .. It is the total
commissions received by senior Iraqi officials for the establishment of fictitious projects !
-In the state of the gang .. Politicians, the robbers steal the sustenance and wealth of the people of Iraq“¦.& Integrity commission is
without integrity!
-This political class that governs Iraq ... is practicing the rituals of lament in the morning and stealing the people's money in the
evening!
-As against aforesaid .. Does the Iraqi constitution say that the religion of the state is Islam .. Is there an Islamic religion in Iraq? If there
is an Islamic religion in Iraq, are there Muslims in Iraq truly??

-According to the statement of the religious jurist and the wonderful Dr. (Saad al-Din al- Hilali) .. the Professor at the University of Al-
Azhar, who stressed that the state is an entity which holds no religion , and that the phrase of :Religion of the State is Islam is a lie
because religion is individual and not human and is not a description for the state or government. But whatever it is whether different or
agreed with the opinion of Dr. Hilali .. The question is:
-After this corruption and the scandals that Iraq is witnessing financially and morally over the international and world scope, has it
became possible that the rulers of Iraq today possess any kind of religions or heaven creed? Other countries such as New Zealand,
the world's least corrupt, and even the first in the world, plus Switzerland, Norway and Sweden, out of the greatest countries, where
there is no financial or administrative corruption .. while the statements which are issued by the hypocrites & swindlers clerics ,brand
these great countries as Infidels ?

-The answer: By the comparison between the United States of America and the European countries and the state of turbans and
parties that are called Islamic .. Those parties and political blocs, which lost insight and blinded by the illegal greed of money and
authority we reach a very important fact, that the Government of Iraq and all parties of political Islam do not have any religion or
heaven creed ..but they are the ..Infidels and not the Western countries.
In fact, the prophets and messengers descend from the heaven .. But .. Iraqi politicians emerged from the sewers and dirty marshes,
and became fighters, combatants and revolutionaries thus they ruled Iraq overnight!
-The Iraqi people were hanged and executed to death“¦ after they stole from them thousands of billions and displaced millions of
people in tents and bad caravans which were stolen by the great thief named:Saleh al-Mutlaq, who falsely and by lies claims he
defend Sunnis in Iraq! The politicians of Iraq have taken the same ideas and approaches of Satan as a guiding light and a constitution.
They have turned into predators, which inspire green and land.

-Today, again, Iraq is being dragged to the same miserable fate itself for since nearly 15 years. It is becoming more corrupt in the
world by the efforts of the Jihadist leaders, not even the class of prophets and messengers of power, with a slight difference being the
rise of Iraq towards a rank of more corrupt than the previous one. !

-If God will , if I have the luck and God expands my life .. we will witness next year, the Republic of the Iraqi prophets ranked first in the
global corruption and will win the round by superiority over Somalia. How we can not be the first in the world in corruption and owners
of private banks today, while yesterday they were owners of small ground shops! And how we can not be the first in the world in
corruption,,this spoiler who was a broker selling mobile cards in the streets of Europe .

Today he owns buildings and palaces in Britain! And how we can not be the first in the world in corruption .. who reads memorial
songs, and works as an assistant to the pilgrims in their visits to Mecca at yesterday times, today he owns the finest towers in Dubai!



thus how we can not be the first in the world in corruption, the one who stole the money of poor displaced people, today his family lives
in the palaces of Abdoun and his sons hanging on the streets of Amman with the most expensive and latest cars in the world! so how
we can not be ranked the first in the world in corruption, even more the Woman Minister of Health imports (shoes) to the ministry in
millions of dollars .. after which we greet the lady Minister with the religious motto (Ali is with you)! !This is added to the lots and many,
many more tragedies, stories and novels that are difficult for the wise before the mad to absorb

-Iraq at this stage underlines the most glorious episodes of corruption and underdevelopment, and gives a global distorted impression
on Islam and Muslims.
-There is no doubt that the real tragedy lies in the people themselves .. They put those corrupt and set up them as flags and top ideals
upon themselves as being the people of piety. Look at them when they talk on satellite channels calling for the fight against corruption!!
-Look at them and listen as they give religious decisions ! Look at them while they are in the Pilgrimage in the Kaaba! as if they were
the angels of prophets free of falsehoods, from their hands, nor from behind them!

 

-Look at them and hear their sermons in the houses of God while they are on the platforms carrying the rosary .. One of them, when he
leads the gathering of worshipers he heads to the Qibla by his body .. But .. his spirit and mind and heart head to the treasury of the
state and the pockets of the poor.
-Finally, I repeat what I mentioned in my previous articles:
The clerics, the blood merchants, and the business elders, knelt to the dominion of the earth and abandoned the authority of hea ven.
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